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Arrow Lakes Economic Vision 2025
Geographic Area
The “Arrow Lakes”, for the purpose of this vision, includes Nakusp and RDCK area K.

Overview of our Economy in 2025
By 2025, the Arrow Lakes region is capitalizing on its assets to sustain a vibrant economy in self-reliant
mountain communities. We have maintained our connection to resource-based industries, and a
significant part of our basic economy is forestry and mining. At the same time, our valley has attracted
lifestyle migrants who appreciate the scenic beauty, friendly communities, clean environment,
recreational and cultural amenities, and self-reliant culture. The development of an integrated
approach to tourism has resulted in a year-round tourism industry. “Wellness” businesses, centred
around the hot springs, are a significant draw for both tourism and lifestyle migrants. Agriculture plays a
significant role in our trend towards valley-wide self-reliance, and is a small part of our export economy.
Arts, culture and heritage activities add to the quality of life and attract tourists, and are also a small
part of the export economy. Service industries and retail outlets are thriving, due to good successionplanning, the availability of training locally, and business support.
One of our strengths in 2025 is our ability to work together across the region through networks in each
sector and community. Our coordinated approach enables us to quickly adapt to changing external
forces and maximize our efforts.
Regionally and for each community, infrastructure needs (eg housing, water, transportation) are
planned and developed pro-actively using data from CBT and Selkirk College. High-speed internet
connectivity is available throughout the valley. We have in place diverse housing options, public
transportation connecting our communities, and sufficient infrastructure to support anticipated growth.
Our ferry bottleneck problem of the early 2000’s has been solved.

Population, Real Estate, Housing
An aging population has meant people have retired from the local work force. They are still living here,
and have been replaced in the workforce, adding to the valley population. In addition we have a
population of lifestyle migrants. Some of these are retired, some are commuting to work outside the
region, some are working in our valley, and some are here as part-time residents. Most part-time
residents expect to retire here some day.
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The resulting growth in population amounts to about 3001 new households. They are distributed evenly
between the Village of Nakusp, and the surrounding area K. Available housing has adapted to the
changing (older demographic, smaller family) needs.
The pressure on land for housing means that industrial land has been relocated. By 2025, a suitable site
serves these small businesses.

Resource Industries
The forests around us continue to be a significant source of employment.
The Arrow Lakes has increased its influence on local forestry through increasing the capacity of Nakusp
and Area Community Forest to meet its objectives, which are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Ensure the sustainability of area forests
Optimize revenues from harvested timber
Promote community stability
Improve forest worker and public safety
Promote community involvement in local forest management

This increased capacity has resulted from a greater annual allowable cut for NACFOR and active
community involvement (through NACFOR subcommittees) in lobbying the other players (BC Timber
Sales, Tree Farm Licensees, Ministry of Forests) on behalf of Arrow Lakes community priorities. Local
jobs in the forest sector are increased, and small forestry-related businesses know how to access the
wood they need. An increasing emphasis on self-reliance means that there is a demand for local wood
products that is beginning to be met.
Mining viability continues to depend on external market forces. The Arrow Lakes continues to have one
or two working mines employing local people directly and indirectly.

Tourism
Tourism has expanded so that Nakusp is known as a four-season destination. Accommodators are 75 –
100 % full year round. Events are organized for the shoulder seasons (spring and fall) as well as for the
summer. Marketing and co-operative product development is co-ordinated through a tourism
organization to make the best use of funds and opportunities. The Arrow Lakes tourism industry also
works co-operatively with Revelstoke and Kootenay Lake regions to maximize the tourist experience and
marketing potential.

Wellness
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I used the term “households” because it includes both residents and non-residents. It also correlates more
closely, perhaps, to the infrastructure required and the tax base supplied. See George Penfold’s data in Appendix 1
for past trends and numbers.
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Nakusp is known for its hot springs and spa facilities. Other wellness modalities have been developed to
enhance the experience. Information and services are readily available to tourists, part-time residents
and residents.

Agriculture
Weekly farmers markets and easy to access information about where to buy food locally are the
cornerstones of the local food industry. There is a culture of local food that extends across the board to
restaurants and institutions as well as residents.
Some farmers are producing food and marketing it outside the region. Farmers have formed an
organization to assist them in working together (eg. sharing tools, sharing information, marketing
product).

Arts, Culture and Heritage
The arts, culture, and heritage sector continues to be vibrant, especially since more and more artists
have been attracted to live here. (add an arts centre?)

Service Sector and retail businesses
While each community provides basic conveniences – food, gas, and a community meeting area – to its
residents, Nakusp is the main service centre. Health care and senior services employ many people.
Local retail businesses supply most of what Arrow Lakes people need to buy, and people are inclined to
shop locally because the service is so great. Professionals are pleased to have found this wonderful area
and have moved here to work in sufficient numbers that all of them have a great quality of life and
succession-planning is easy.
Support for local businesses includes information exchange and access to services, making use of
external agencies such as InvestKootenay and Community Futures, and participation in broader visioning
and projecting from data (for example, surveys of part-time residents to see how we can better meet
their needs, labour market strategies to target specific labour shortages…)

Networking
One of the strengths of the Arrow Lakes is how well all the different groups work together and
communicate with each other. Residents know which group is doing what, and how to have input.
Information is easily shared via an expanded web-portal and continued use of the newspapers.
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Appendix 1: Data excerpted from “Economic Overview: West Kootenay
Boundary”
Prepared by George Penfold, Regional Innovation Chair in Rural Economic Development, Selkirk College,
January 25, 2010
(http://selkirk.ca/media/innovation/regionalinnovationchair/dataresources/Economic-OverviewFinal.pdf)
Population:
Population (Census)

2001

2006

RDCK area K

1979

1800

Nakusp

1698

1524

“With few exceptions, most of the net population growth has been in rural areas, and the most
significant population losses have been in the smaller urban municipalities” In our area, both Nakusp
and Area K have declined by about 2% per year.
BC Stats projects a regional net population increase of 2% for 2008 – 2018 period. The Arrow Lakes
Local Health Area (LHA) – which is basically School District 10 – is predicted to lose 150 people during
that decade. Projected growth in the 65+ age is offset by projected losses in the 24 – 64 age cohort.
Because of aging population and resulting smaller household size, the number of households is expected
to increase from 2208 to 2334 (change= +126) in Arrow Lakes LHA. The housing needs will reflect the
needs of one and two person households.
Employment trends:
In West Kootenay Boundary 2001 – 2006, overall labour force declined by 2.2%.
Goods Sector: losses in Manufacturing and in Agriculture, Forestry Fishing and Hunting were offset by
gains in Construction and in Mining, Oil and Gas.
Services Sector: losses in Accommodation and Food, Education, Public Administration; gains in Retail
Trade, Professional, Scientific and Technical Services, Administrative and Support, Waste Management
and Remediation Services and in Arts, Entertainment and Recreation.
There is a pattern of older median age of people employed in categories that are showing losses.
Education:
Low education rates in our area are considered another labour force challenge. In Arrow Lakes LHA,
22% of people have not completed high school, and 28% have no more than high school certificate or
equivalent. This is not related to an older demographic: In WKB 45% of people age 25-34 fit into one
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of those categories. The provincial projection is that 75% of new job growth will require more than high
school education.
Economic Dependency:
Arrow Lakes LHA, 2005 income data, % of total income from:
Forestry:
Mining and minerals:
Agriculture and Food
Tourism
High Tech
Construction
Other
Public Sector
Government Transfers
Non-Employment income

23%
1%
1%
6%
1%
9%
2%
20%
21%
16%

This shows that, even when forestry was a major industry here, 57% of our income dependency was not
directly related to private sector and resource based industries.
Household Numbers:
(not in the document, obtained directly from George Penfold)

Area K
Nakusp

2001
982
779

2006
977
739
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Appendix 2: Values and Attitudes Synopsis for the Arrow Lakes
Past studies:

A. From the RDCK area K OCP (2009):
“Land Use Survey
In June of 2007 a land use survey was distributed to all residents of Electoral Area
K. The purpose of the survey was to gather public comments on a range of land use
planning issues. The results of this survey are reflected in the OCP.
Highlights of the survey results which are relevant to the OCP are as follows:
• Most people (50.8 %) indicated that they choose to live in Electoral Area K to
pursue a rural lifestyle. Furthermore most people (65.9 %) identified themselves
as full-time residents who have lived in Area K for more than 10 years (64 %).
• Most people (51.1 %) indicated that their property is 2 ha (5 ac) or larger
however, most people (55.2 %) said that their ideal minimum lot size is 1 ha (2.5
ac) or less.
• Most people (57.6 %) support industrial and commercial development however
there was also strong support (82.0 %) for the Regional District to regulate the
development of aggregate operations as well as commercial and industrial
development.
• Most people (82.6 %) recognize Arrow Lake as a significant landscape feature
and support (89.7 %) protecting the natural environment which includes
watersheds and wildlife areas.
• Most people (63.7 %) support preserving the Agricultural Land Reserve however
most people (60.0 %) also support a review of the current ALR boundaries.”
“Economic Goals:
1. Ensure that home-based business opportunities are provided, with
recognition of impacts to neighbours, local business and residential character.
2. Promote and enhance local food production through protection of viable
agricultural lands and educational and marketing support to local producers”
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B. From Village of Nakusp OCP (2007)
1.1 Vision:
The desired Nakusp is an attractive, safe, healthy, friendly, economically vibrant, ecologically
sound lakeshore community that is focused on maintaining the quality of life, small town
character and rural charm of the Village.
Nakusp’s built and natural environment respects, above all, the outstanding diverse natural
habitat and optimizes recreational opportunities opportunities for its citizens and its visitors.
Nakusp residents enjoy a high quality of life built upon a sustainable and diversified local
economy.
 The waterfront is particularly emphasized and made accessible to all through trails and
walkways where feasible;
 A vibrant commercial core created around the downtown core provides and attraction
for the visitors and local residents;
 Suitable, safe, healthy housing with easy access to transportation, recreation, open
space, shopping, schools, and community services is provided to meet the diverse needs
of individuals and families at varying income and age levels;
 The road network is solidly established. Vehicle movement is imporves with the
provision of off-street parking, and safe loading and un-loading spaces, encouraging
non-motorized pedestrian movement;
 The Hot Springs resource is enhances, protected, and economically sustainable.
1.37 The Economy
The importance of forestry for the Nakusp economy was objious by the mid-20th century, and
the forest industry has traditionally provided the major economic base for the area. Celgar
began operations in 1951 and Nakusp became the centre of a large pole and lumber industry.
Pope & Talbot now operate the main forestry operation in Nakusp.
Nakusp serves a trading population of about 5,000 in addition to an increasingly large number
of tourists attracted by its natural attractions, including the hot springs. There is a need to
explore economic development opportunities in value-added industries, adventure and ecotourism facilities and services, but at the same time to maintain and promotre the existing
industries. It is important that Nakusp maintains a diversified economy and retains its
“traditional, small town ad rural” character. As well, there is an immediate need to create
business and employment opportunities for local residents and youth. Nakusp needs to expand
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its retail and service commercial uses to better service the visitors and residents in its trading
area.
The increasing trend for diversity of the economic base is apparent in reviewing Village permits.
As of May 2003, there were 277 businesses registered within the District of Nakusp, although a
small portion of these business operate outside the municipal boundary. To promote and steer
new economic activity and diversity, the community created a Nakusp Area Development
Board. In 2005 a total of 204 business licenses were issued. Services offered include retail
stores (grocery, sports, clothing, bakeries, computer sales & service, hardware/lumber supplies,
crafts, books and more), movie theatre, gas/service stations, excellent motels/hotels, bed &
breakfasts, restaurants (offering everything from quick take-out to elegant dining), accounting,
legal, real estate, bank and credit union, contractors of all types. Between 2002 and 2006, 38
new incorporations occurred in Nakusp. During the same period residential building permit
valuations rose from $766,000 to neatly $1.6 million dollars annually. The 2006 Census
reported the unemployment rate for Nakusp as 9.5% which is 58% higher than the 2006
provincial unemployment rate of 6%. The experienced labor force was made up of 785 people.
The following is a break down of the employment numbers for the various industries:
 815 Total experienced labor force
 155 Agriculture and other resource based industries
 80 Construction
 30 Manufacturing
 10 Wholesale
 115 Retail
 10 Finance and real estate
 80 Healthcare and social services
 60 Educational services
 55 Business services
 160 Other services
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3. From the Tourism Plan, May 2009
Tourism Vision Statement for Nakusp and Arrow Lakes
During the planning session held October 27, 2008, participants were asked to list key words and
phrases that would be distilled to form a vision statement for tourism.
Nakusp and the Arrow Lakes is known for its rural charm and natural setting, which sets the
pace for sustainable tourism that balances our economy without compromising quality of life for
our residents.
We attract visitors who seek nature-based experiences in a pristine environment, which include
soft adventure, recreation, health and wellness, and heritage, arts and culture. Our community is
united in achieving this vision through a spirit of collaboration and cooperation.
Tourism Plan Goals
1. To diversify the local economy through strategic expansion of the tourism industry as a way of
expanding the tax base, increasing the jobs and income available to residents while balancing
community values;
2. To enhance destination development and appeal for visitors by attracting infrastructure

investments through local, regional, provincial, national and private sources;
3. As an integral element of industry growth, to foster business and industry development that

complements and strengthens products and attractions of most appeal to visitor markets;
4. To encourage tourism operators to consistently and strategically market the area to target

markets by working cooperatively and in collaboration with community stakeholders to
leverage resources wherever possible; and
5. To sustain a tourism management function to ensure leadership, organizational capacity,

funding and communications to support tourism stakeholders and the community to achieve
the vision for tourism.
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4. From Project Bootstrap community meetings, 2003

(a) Broad Goals
People have agreed to the following broad goals:
 Create a critical mass of people so that community amenities and local
businesses are sustainable.


Balance the benefits of being a small and remote community with quality
of life and technology.



Create opportunities for people here: business owners, workers,
residents, investors, unemployed people.



Build the capacity of local people through local training.



Attract new people to ensure a diverse community base: residents,
employees, volunteers and leaders.



Ensure healthy community change processes through participation.



Ensure wealth created here, stays here.



Encourage spinoff opportunities building on what exists.

(b) The Economic Development Strategies
The ideas for economic development can be grouped in the following broad
categories:
 Expand tourism.



Develop new forestry approaches.



Initiate longer stay educational, cultural and environmental tourism.



Bring in new people, for example young families, early and older retirees,
city people looking for second homes.



Develop small businesses whose markets are regional, provincial and
international.



Encourage people to shop locally.



Enhance community infrastructure.
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